
AWARDS VALENTINE'S DAY Regulation 

 This diploma is designed and organized by SECTION A.R.I.” of Terni on the occasion of the “EVENTI 

VALENTINIANI”, official celebrations for San VALENTINO, patron saint of the city of TERNI and the LOVERS, 

with the Patronage of the Municipality of Terni.  

Period of development 

 From 00:00 UTC February 01 2023 to 23:59 UTC February 28 2023  

Participation 

 All Italian and foreign OM and SWL can participate.  

Bands 

 HF bands (80-40-20-15-10 metres). The stations registered with the A.R.I. will be active. Terni, the 

complete list of the activators will be available on the website www.ariterni.it and www.diplomiradio.it., 

the jolly station IQ0TE and the special callsign II0LOVE. They can only be connected once a day for each 

mode of emission of each HF band. It is forbidden to request to change the band or emission mode.  

Mode 

 The call will be made with the phrase: CQ "Diploma Terni Città dell'Amore" 

 Ways 

 CW, SSB and Digital Modes 

 Ranking 

The award includes the classification for hunters, visible in real time on the website www.diplomiradio.it 

and not it will be necessary to present LOG station  

Scores 

 Connections with A.R.I. registered stations: 2 points 

Connections with YL stations registered with A.R.I.: 4 points 

Connections with the jolly station IQ0TE.: 5 points  

Connections with the special station II0LOVE: 8 points 

Diploma Scores: 

 A minimum of scores are required to obtain the diploma: 

Italian stations 250 points 

European stations 180 points  

Non-European stations 80 points 

Each QSO will be confirmed, via e-mail, with a special QSL 

Awarding of the diploma: 

The first 3 OM classified will receive the diplomas of 1st, 2nd and 3rd place. The certificates of the diploma 

will be sent free of charge via email in PDF format upon request to diploma@amadei.biz or 

iz0xyx@amadei.biz.  

After the publication of the general classification, all the OMs who are entitled to it will be able to receive 

the diploma in parchment format, by making an explicit request via email to: diploma@amadei.biz , 

sending an expense reimbursement contribution of € 15 per section. 

The Team award and contest 


